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CIMARRON, NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY, AUGUST 8, 1907

New Vol. I.

iness

trip,

NO. 31

Saturday ron and Ute Park broke down last
Tuesday, compelling the passenger
Mr. Foster, who is in charge of the train to make the trip in order to get
grading for Maney Bros, on the Cim- the mail through according to conarron & Northwestern, was a busi' tract.
ness caller in Raton last Friday.
S. M. Warten, editor of the Tucum...
cari News, and W. H. Jackson, also
Nick
Konniweiter
and
were
John
of New Mexico Will
Wool
of
Will
New ML
over from Dawson Saturday night to of Tucumcari, expect to make a trip
Con8 Next
7
attend the Cowboy dance given at into the hills in this vicinity and visit
to Be
Old
Aztec hall, returning home Sunday. the natural wall, Black lakes, AmeriWith
G. A. Whitney, who has been visit- can creek, Red lakes, Caliente Springs
ing at the home of his son, Frederic, and the Rial to and will be absent
ten days.
Springer, N. M., Aug. 1 The Mi- ular trips east and north to interest
The second asnua! ccnvtnt'on of iaslic business convention ever held for the past few days, left last Friday aboutt
The
Progress club held an interest ami Land and Irrigation company colonists in this portion of the counfor
his
in
California.
home
Pasadena,
the New Mexico Wool Grower's 'as - " New Mexico.; It was created to
Mr. Troutman, who was formerly ing debate last Monday evening with composed of Ohio men, has recently try. On account of his extensive acociation will be held in Albuquerque look after the interests of tht sheep
en October 7 and 8, and will be a and wool growers of New Mexico, proprietor of the boarding house, is the elast of girls taught by Miss bought 20,000 acres of land lying im- quaintance all over the United States
leading event f the territorial lair. and matters concerning the prosper- building a new residence here which CI odie Hunter, and the subject was: mediately west of this town and will he will be a valuable advertising mesell it in small farms. The company dium.
he intends to rent as soon as com- "Reserved, That it id
Prominent officials of the National ity of that industry.,'
The Methodist Church here ha
to remain in one place than to travel." will impound the waters from the
Questions are now confronting the pleted.
Wool Growers' association have been
Ryado river and will give a water taken steps to rebuild and will locate
Miss
whichHunter
8
had
class,
invited to attend and some have sheep growers which are of vast
the
An illustrated song and moving
their new building nearer the center
promised to be present. The assemb importance, such as government con- picture show gave an enjoyable en- affirmative side, won the contest. Re- i right with each farm sold.
A colony of Dunkards have jus; of town. They already have a purling of such a large body of sheepmen trol of grazing on the public domain, tertainment
member,
stone
rolling
no
a
gathers
in Aztec hall Tuesday
purchased 50,000 acres of land enst chaser for their eight room parsonat Albuquerque will add much to the forest reserve regulations, the car evening,
a large crowd was in at- moss.
and
and northeast of Springer. This will age and will build a minister's house
livestock features of the fair. The shortage, scab eradication, as well as
1.
insure an immediate settlement of in connection with the new churck.
official call is as follows:
the reduction of tariff on wool. These tendance.
BELEN CUT-OF- F
READY
this fine section of country with a Rev. Frank Finley is the pastor.
M.
D. Roach, carpenter foremanTor
are vital, living problems and only by
CALL FOR CONVENTION
i
FOR SERVICE AUG. 15 most thrifty class of farmers, and a
Walter McCloud of Maxwell City,
To the members of the New Mexico a strong organization can New Mex- the Cimarron Construction company,
Tex. The Eastern Rail- most desirable community of people. is offering for sale his splendid ranch
Amarillo,
Wool Growers Association and all ico become a factor in their solution. left for Tucumcari last Tuesday to
The formation of the New Mexico look after the interests of the com road of New Mexico, which is com- Springer is anticipating new business of 11,000 acres just east of this place.
others interested in the welfare of
monly known as the Befen "cut-off,- "
prosperity on the advent of the many Mr. McCloud is one of the first setthe sheep and wool growing indus- Wool Growers Association has met pany there.
will be turned over to the operating new settlers soon to come to the tlers in this part of the country arid
with universal approval by the sheep
try.
There was a very interesting game department of the Santa Fe about country.
"
has one of the most valuable pieces
growers, but the membership must of ball played
Under the constitution and
here last Sunday beB. C. Montgomery, a noted evangeof land in northern New Mexico.
of this organization it becomes my be increased. All sheep growers and tween the Coyotes and the Teddy August' IS, according to present plans.
The old county court house, built
duty officially to notify you that in other persons interested are invited Bears, the Bears winning by a score The completion of this line is of great listic singer of the Presbyterian
importance to Amarillo, as it will af- church and until lately employed by in the time when Springer was the
accordance with the action of the Ex- and urged to attend the convention of 11 to 10.
ford the means of diverting the trans- the General Assembly's Evangelistic county seat at a cost of twenty thousecutive Committee the second annual to be held under this call, to become
Miss Lois Curtis left Wednesday continental traffic of the Santa Fe Committee,' has been obliged on ac and dollars and which has been abanconvention of the New Mexico Wool members of and to take an active
Growers association will be held at part in fixing the policy of this or evening for Cimarron, New Mexico, from the La Junta route to the new count of his health to remove to the doned since the removal of the county
route that passes through Southwest. lie will be connected as seat to Raton, is fast falling into deAlbuquerque on Monday and Tues- ganization which was created for the where she will spend some time visTexas
the
Panhandle, with Amarillo a colonization agent with the large cay and the building will soon be a
iting
G.
Mrs.
M.
her
sister,
Chase.
purpose
sole
of being an assistance
day, October ;th and 8th, 1907.
as the principal division point.
It land companies doing business in total loss to the county. Santa Fe
Channing Courier.
The New Mexico Wool Growers and benefit to them.
may
be
it
this neighborhood and will nwke reg New Mexican.
stated
is
that
several
Oconly
truly,
Yours
last
association was formed
Arthur Officer, who is employed as
SOLOMON LUNA, President clerk by the Cimarron Drug & Sta months before the new route is used
tober, at the largest and most enthus- for passenger traffic, but it is to be
tionery company, returned from Ra
put to immediate use for the bulk of
ton last Thursday and has resumed
the through freight.
his duties in the store.
is 268 mile
The Belen "cut-off- "
Mr. Gilbert and family who have long. It runs from Rio Puerco, i
been visiting for some time at the M., of the Santa Fe's transconinent;i
home of Frederic Whitney, manager line, to Texico, on the Texas New
of the Cimarron Townsite company, Mexico boundary, where it connects
Charles Lowther spent Wednesday recsnt arrival here and has accepted returned home last Thursday.
with the Pecos ValVy syslMi of th
a position with the Cimarron Town
in Raton.
The Sw astika bt.ll team of Cimar- innings neither team was able to force
T.
A. Schomburg, president of the ?anta Fe. The reminder of the new
s'.te company.
route, which is already ron played two games with the Albu- a man past third, and when the
Mrs. Christie was over to Raton
Continental Tie & Lumber company, cut-of- f'
Henry Springer, of Las Vegas, ar and W. H. Deleker, secretary and ouilt.rmisoírom Texici t: Amarillo, querque Browns last -- Saturday and Browns went to bat in the eighth it
last Saturday.
rived
here Monday night and will treasurer of the same company, were where it connects with the Southern Sunday. Saturdays' game was won began to look as if the score board
city
the
M.
to
Lettsreturned
H.
spend
some time with his uncle, transacting business in the city last Kansas division of the Santa Fe, and by Cimarron by a score of 11 to 2, would have to be lengthened out.
Saturday night.
over that division to Floenc?. Kan
Charles Springer.
Thursday.
but Sunday the tables were turned,
Two clean hits, the first that Lock-haDr. Horatio Walker was in Raton
where connection is 1113 Jí v ith the
Mrs. W. F. Burns and daughter, of
the
Browns winning a hard fought
B.
D.
Mr.
Rittmarj,of
Pine
Mrs.
and
allowed, won the game for the
Monday on business.
existing main line.
Trinidad, arrived here a few days ago Bluff, Ark., arrived here last Monday
battle by a score of 3 to 1 .
Browns.
It was one of the cleanest
R. T, Winterman, of St. Louis, was and will
visit at the home of Stanley to spend a week with Mrs. Rittman's
The features of the first game were exhibitions of baseball Albuquerque
OLD TIMER RETIRES
in town last Monday.
Chase for some time.
father, C, O. Wonder. Mr. Rittman
The many friends of Dr. E. J. Pring the pitching and and hitting of has seen for a long time. Lockhart
George Webster was in Raton the
Frederic Whitney returned from is assistant claim agent for the Cotton in this a,nd Mora counties, notice with Crable, and Dowe, Cimarron's short pitched a wonderful ball and bis supweek.
eatly part of the
yr
Raton Saturday night and was greet Belt railroad.
stop, played a brilliant ro
behind him.
0 port was right
He
regret the announcement in the TuMr. McEIroy wan in Raton the ed by the welcome news of 11 to a
field
of
and pounded out four hits from struck out seven men. but tbe feature
The Progress Club, composed
cumcari News of last week, that he
early part of the week.
in favor of Cimarron.
five times at bat. Nve, Brown's of bis game was the coutrol and
the Sunday school class of Miss Marhas
been compelled to retire from pitcher, was
his
rtsigned
gave
an
entertainment
Frank Callahan has
pounded all over the lot judgment he exercised.
Mr. Fulton, who was severely in- garet Christie,
position as chef at the Oxford hotel. jured during the celebration at Ute at the M. E. Church Wednesday eve practice on account of his eyesight, for a total of sixteen clean hits. Out
We notice that the Albuquerque
and He has been among us for many of sixteen games played by Albuquerpapers are handing Trinidad a smalt
We wonder why Albuquerque don't Park on July 4, was a business caller ning, which was well attended
years
and
is
well
known
respect
and
enjoyed by all.
say anything about last Saturday's in Raton last Thursday.
ed in this country. He took station que this season, this was their second phekage; don't think they care to go
'
Burton Williams, an employe of the at Fort Union in 1886 and remained defeat.
against tbe Albuquerque aggregagame.
The wife and child of C. S. Durbin
Sundays game was almost an error- tion. We might also mention that if
L. E. Disque, of the Tritch Hard- arrived in the city last Thursday and Caliente ranch for some time past, there as assistant surgeon until the
ware company of Denver, was in town will remain several days visiting be- left Wednesday for St. Louis, where Fort was abandoned, locating then at less one, a game of fast and accurate Trinidad cares to wander so far from
he will spend a few days before join- Watrous, where he had a large prac fielding and one which brought out home. as Cimarron town, the Swas
fore returning to Raton.
last Monday.
his mothrr at Mackinac Island, tice. The doctor has lived at Tucum two of the fastest pitchers in New tikas might give them a few pointers
ing
C. L. Mitchell, of Chicago, repre
Arthur Officer, of the Cimarron
Mexico at their best paces. F01 eight on how to play ball.
Mich., for a sojourn of several weeks. cari since the founding of the town.
senting
Crane
accomand
company
Drug and Stationery company, was in
Springer
Stockman.
George E. Remley, chief clerk for
panied Superintendent J. E. Dedman
Raton Monday.
CONSTRUCTION ON SMELT
Death of Thomas Fisher.
the Cimarron Townsite company,
to
this
place
last
Monday.
COSY
Charles Springer returned to the
COTTAGE.
ING WORKS WILL
City,
Iowa,
last Thurs
for Iowa
left
From
the Raton Range.
Harry Todd, representing
the day, where he will spend two months
city Saturday night after a short busOn account of the extreme short
SOON BE STARTED
Wardenbcrg
Lawrence
company,
of
Thomas Fisher, one of the pioneers
iness trip to Raton.
in visiting before returning with his age of rental property here, M
We have been informed by the best
Trinidad, was calling on the local
of this section of the territory, and a
family to take up his permanent resi Pritchett has been compelled to build of
Captain French, cf the U. S. ranch, merchants here
authority that the great smelting
last week.
a
cottage which when
dence here.
and a party of friends left for Raton
resident of Cimarron and vicinity for
works
which has been contemplated
completed
will be a great improveMrs. H. M. Letts and daughter and
last Sunday morning.
The construction work in connect
the past twenty-fivyears, died last
ment to the north side. It will be for some time is now a 'surety and
Miss Alice Rmley left for Raton on
ing the boarding house and restauMr. Wonder, of the Trading com
Saturday
night
of
typhoid
fever at
on
the corner of Washington wc have no doubt that the actual
Wednesday, having returned from a rant in order to make it a well ap- located
pany of that name, spent a few hours
brother-in-law- ,
avenue
and
Eleventh
within
street,
of
home
the
his
Jose
camping trip to Black lakes.
work of construction will be started
pointed hotel, was started last week
in Raton last Monday.
one block of the business center of in a short time. This will be one of M.Sandoval in East
Raton,
after
J. W. Records, master mechanic of by the Cimarron Construction comMr. Pritchett is a well the greatest impiovements the city
the city.
William Van Brugen, manager for
the Rocky Mountain road, was over pany, and the building will soon be known carpenter of this section
short illness.
Maxwell City, was a business caller
and
has ever known and will furnish emto Koehler last Saturday looking af- ready for occupancy.
Mr. Fisher was a native of Mora
he will do most of the work himself. ployment for at least two hundred
in the city last Sunday.
1
ter the interests of the road.
E. G. Borden, a college boy from There is no doubt but that every
men, thereby causing a demand for county and was thirty nine yrars
S. G. Fletcher, alias "Boots," of the
Mr. Frankenburgher, secretary of Boulder, Colorado, has been in the care will be taken in order to make
j
establish- old. He leaves a widow and several,
residences
and business
Caliente ranch, was a visitor in the
Cimarron & Northwestern R. R., city for the past few days soliciting this one of the finest homes in the ments which in the course of time
the
i
city a few hours Thursday.
children. He was a well known res
was in the city looking after busi-- j subscriptions for the Success Maga- - city.,
will have to be built in order to sup3
ident of the county and served two
William Marling left Monday on a ness interests last Thursday.
zine. We sincerely hope he will sue
In consequent it
ply the demand.
terms as county commissioner in the
j camping trip in the hills. Hewasac Riley Littrell, who has been ill for ceed in getting the required number COWBOY DANCE GREATEST
will bring a great many different
I .
subscriptions so he can gain his
ccmpanied by Mrs. Marling.
FESTIVAL OF THE SEASON classes of tradesmen into our city and early nineties. He was tbe son of
some time, is able to be about again, of
Mrs. Frederic. Whitney left last but will not be able to resume his du scholarship in the University of ColThe cowboy dance that was given will make it in a short time a whirl Melquíades Fisher, who resides east
orado.
3
Friday for an extended trip visiting ties in the store for some time,
at Aztec hall Saturday night was one ing metropolis where street cars and of this city.
Funeral services were held Monday
I
her parents at Hayden, Colo.
W. M. Shafer, of Rollins, Wyom- of the most enjoyable events of the a number of other cityficd ars v ill
M. W. Mills, a well known rancher
afternoon from the Sin Jose church
Delightful music was fur- be no uncommon sight.
i
S. E. Pelphrey, manager of the of this section, was in the city ing, was in the city several days this season.
in East Raton and were largely at-- ,
nished by the Cimarron String band
week disposing of a line of hand-madi
Cimarron Construction company, was today looking after business affairs,
which was and the light fantastic toe was tripped
bridles,
TRIP.
INSPECTION
hair
tended.
braided
and
In Koehler on business Monday.
Las Vegas Live Stock Grower.
Last Thursday the private car of
the finest display of this kind ever until the early hours of the morning.
MaxA. L. Mix, connected with the
The Ladies' Home Mission society seen in this section for a good many The attendance was large and many E. J. Dedman, superintendent of the
BIG BALL GAME SUNDAY.
well Mercantile company, came in will hold a sale of bread, cake and years. Mr. Shafer was also showing residents from the neighboring camps Swastika route, arrived in the city on
Sunday there will be a big
Next
j
from Maxwell City last Tuesday.
an inspection trip of the road. Mr.
pastry at the. store of the Crocker some nice work in the line of quirts, also attended.
time
the Cimarron Ball park and
at
Dedman was accompanied by Henry
watch chains, and spurs.
Marion Brown, jot the Caliente Mercantile company Saturday.
B.
we
everyone to turn out and see
want
Thomas
LODGE
president,
FELLOWS
Jr.,
Koehler,
!
ranch, has been spending a few days
C. E. Donnelly, formerly city ediL. M. Ridout, who has been in this ODD
general
DAWSON
and
FOR
Harlan,
the
bunch
of big cow punchers from
Whitney.
helping
in
Frederic
the city,
j
tor of the defunct Raton Gazette, and vicinity for some time looking after
is proposed to organize a lodge counsel, Charles Springer, treasurer, Canyon City, Texas, go down before
It
conManey
Bros.,
City,
is
who
now
was
of
city,
in
located
our
the interests
A. P. Whitely, of Maxwell
, j
of Odd Fellows at Dawson and with and A. H. Officer, general auditor.
tractors for the grading work on the
the great south paw twin (Crable), as
who has been visiting at the home a visitor to Raton last Sunday.
that end in view, a petition has been
rehas
&
Northwestern,
last
home
Cimarron
of his son, John, returned
,
it will be great picking for him after ,
Mr. and Mrs. Hearns, of Trinidad,
NOTES
COURT
grand
JUSTICE
forwarded to N. E. Stevens,
I
signed his position and left for TemSunday.
have taken up their residence in this
is a warrant out for the ar- - what he has ben up against in Al
headquarThere
of
with
order,
the
secretary
ple, Texas, where he will visit for
S. P. Officer, manager of the Cim- - city. Mr. Hearns is employed by the
Albuquerque, asking him to rest of Tlioinas Achulctes on a buoueraue. There will be a big ex
some time and gain a well earned ters at
arron Drug & Stationery company, Cimarron Construction company.
a lodge of Odd Fellows at change of assault and battery ire
,
organize
wouU
n
rest.
Dawson.
It is expected that the ferred by the man's wife, but up to 'ke to show them that Cimarron .
V was in Katon last inursaay xransaci- Frederic Whitney, manager of
been
Y"ing business.
The railroad auto car which is now lodge will start with a charter mem- date the authorities here .have
.. .'. the Cimarron Townsite company,-lefI
still on the map.
unable to locate him.
for Raton last Friday on a short bus- - making regular trips between CSmar- - bership list of over two hundred.
W. H. Jackson, of Tucumcari Is

ANNUAL CONVENTION
AT ALBUQUERQUE

and

returned

REAL ESTATE LOOKING
UP AROUNDSPRINGER

night.
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Growers

Convene In

Duke City October

nection

Colony Dunkards
Locate Here
E. Church
Built
Court House
Falling into Decay.

In
Territorial Fair.
and
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low-gra-

Swastikas Won
One and Lost One
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lIMARRON, Colfax County, New Mexico, lies alogn the
sunny sid? of a gently sloping Pinon Hill at the edge of the
heavier timbered foot hills.on the Southern Slope of the
I Rocky Mountains and is protected from
storms and blizzards by a
I
spur of the Main Range.
II
Cimarron boasts of a climate unequalled elsewhere in
America. The summers are never too hot and the winters, while
I crisp and cold at times, are full of sunshine. Hunting and fishing
in the hills, streams and lakes nearby is good. It is a beautiful and
healthful country to live in. The scenery in the mcrun a'ns is
magnificient and the country offers every attraction to the lover
of outdoor life.
1
From a business standpoint, Cimarron is most ideally and
strategically located at the entrance to the last great pass through
the Rocky Mountains and, as if in confirmation of the old saying
that "the last is always the best? the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain
Pacific Railway Company, in acquiring this pass, has secured the
best and shortest line of all to the Pacific Coast and this railroad
has shown its appreciation of the advantages and possibilities of
Cimarron and its confidence in the future of the place by selecting
it for its General Headquarters and for the location of its shops
and they have been wise for Cimarron is the center of a region that
has every resource one could ask.
Following are a few good reasons why Cimarron is likely to
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become a good business point:
Cimarron is the
and has the shops of the St.
Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific Railway Company and is to be
and have the shops of the Cimarron & Norththe
western Railroad now building. Either would make of it a large
sized town.
Cimarron is the
and the seat of operation of
the most important lumber business of New Mexico. Tributary
to the town are the finest and most extensive tracts of Pine Tim
ber in the Southwest and the products come to Cimarron for
handling, treatment and distribution. In view of the ever increasing demand for lumber, the country over, had Cimarron no other
resources this business would make of it a city.
Cimarron lies in the center of the best cattle range in all the
world. Here the cattle escape the killing effects Northers of Texas
and the drouths of the far Southwest and in contrast with the great
Ranges of the Northwhere every animal must be fed from $5.00
to $10.00 worth of hay during the cold monthsthey winter here
and keep fat without any feed other than the natural grasses, and
with the shipping facilities now afforded by the railroad, had it no
other industries to draw on, it would be a cattle town of several
thousand inhabitants.
Cimarron lies midway between the greatest Coal fields in
America and vast deposits of Iron, Copper, Silver and Gold. The
coke and the mineral both come down hill to Cimarron, a distance
miles or less, making it the natural location for smelt
of twenty-fiv- e
mean rich returns from the ore that with the facil- will
which
ers
ties for shipping now afforded by the railroad, will bring good re
turns even when shipped to distant smelters.
To the East and South are thousands of acres of rich alluv-- al
lands that only need the application of water or the skill of the
dry farmer to make them one vast garden spot. The soil is a deep
and needs no fertilizing other
sandv loam, with a clav sub-so- il
than that furnished by the waterfrom the mountain streams.
Pomacious fruit grown on these same lands took the First Prize at
the World's Columbian Exposition at Chicago. In the Taos Val- head-quarte-
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towns, upon the completion of the Cimarron
Northwestern Railroad the entire Southwest will draw in great measure
its supply of timber products from Cimarron.
To the Southwest are enormous deposits of the finest
cement rock. To the Northwest, a mountain of Iron. Everywhere along the Cimarron River sharp sand and gravel, assuring a never failing supply of
concrete the building material of the future. An unlimited supply of building
stone is easily quarried along the line of the railroad within a
few miles of the town and there is clay for brick and limestone for lime. Fuel is abundant and cheap.
This then is the situation: One railroad in operation
intersecting three other important systems, which are ten,
thirty and seventy miles distant respectively from Cimarron.
Another railroad building. Ore coming down hill from one
direction and coal and coke coming down hill from another,
sugar beet, alfalfa and wheat lands on one side and an unlimited supply of water on the other. Placer beds that it will
take years to work out, Timber of the finest quality in such
quantities that a railroad is being built especially to bring it in
to Cimarron.
Fruit lands, the products of which took the first prize at
the World's Columbian Exposition in Chicago. Fuel in abundance. Cement Rock, Iron, Brick Clay, Building Stone, Lime,
Sand, Gravel, etc., all within easy reach; cattle by the thousands on every side grazing the finest ranges in the world.
It would seem then as though Cimarron would grow.
Other towns have sprung up and have prospered with perhaps nothing more than the payroll of some railroad shop to
draw on and with many natural disadvantages to contend
with, such as the scarcity of water, fuel, building material,
etc. Other towns have only the impetous árising from the
mining and shipping of coal. Others have agricultural resources, but nothing more. Cities arise through the night
and contend with every draw back imaginable and yet prosper with nothing but ore and less of it than lies within
miles of Cimarron.
twenty-fiv- e
Timber and cattle industries alone make towns but
Cimarron has around it not one, alone, but every resource
that one could ask. Coal, coke, gold, silver, copper, iron,
farming lands, not one uncertain stream but several never
failing streams, grazing lands, cattle, timber and' building material of every kind and description, fuel, railroad shops, etc.
Enterprising men to push it and a climate unequalled any
where else in America. The town is in its infancy as yet but
the outlook is doubly attractive to both capital an4 labor be,cause development has only just begun.
re-infor- ced
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ley on similar lands so irrigated, the Pueblo Indians have raised
good crops of wheat without rotation of crops and without the use
of any fertilizer other than water, for over 300 years and this same
wheat was pronounced the best in quality of any exhibited at the
World's Fair at St. Louis.
To the West of Cimarron the mountains rise to an altitude of
from 9,000 to 14,000 feet and from these mountains flow never failing
streams of pure water, at once suggestive of cheap power and of
irrigation. Cimaron lies midway between the sources of these
streams and these rich lands so well adapted to the culture of the
sugar beet, fruit, alfalfa, grain and vegetables.
Nowhere is building material found in greater variety and
abundance. Instead of having to ship lumber in, as do many
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Cimarron and vicinity is unlimited and
thequality (or all uses is unsurpassed by; any loca.- tv in the wor d. Following is an analysis ot water
Supply
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News Notes From

Springer Stockman

Treasure Trove In France.
A remarkable case of treasure trove
has been reported to the French treasury. The find consisted of two large
sacks of French crowns of the reigns of
Louis XIII. and XIV. They had been
brought to light in the course of some
excavations carried out in the barracks at Romarantln.' They are believed to have been buried underground for security during the wars
and the famine that desolated France
In the closing years of the Grand
Monarque. The oldest date about 260
years back.

of next
Thomas Salazar made a trip to commence cutting the first
4
week.
Cimarron last Sunday.
nice
evening
another
Wednesday
Dr. S. Locke lias purchased the P.
rain fell over Colfax county. Grass
P. Talle residence on Second street.
and all growing crops are in excellent
Last week M. G. Keenan purchased condition, streams have abundance of
a vacant lot in the northwest part of water and lakes and water holes are
town.
full. In the moisture line the last
Miss Mamie Dillon came down week in July done well.
Tantalising Metal.
A rare metal which has attracted
from Raton Tuesday for a few days' I J. E. Duchanous and daughter left
attention during the last
visit in Springer with relatives.
Sunday for Cottonwood Falls, Kan- universal
two years, while before It was scarceThis week H. C. Abbott purchased sas, after a visit of several weeks with ly known outside of some
two lots in block 18, fronting on Cim- the family oí George G. King at Tay- laboratories, is tantalum, soscientific
named
arron avenue. He will build on them. lor. Mr. Duchanoii will dispose of by Its discoverer. Ekelberg, on acMrs. James R. Gillespie went up to his Kansas interests and return to count of Jbe tantalising difficulties
experienced in extracting the metal
Raton Wednesday, where she will this country, making it his home.
F. X. Arens and, son Winfred, and from its ore. Tantalum is one of the
visit a few days with relatives and
substances known; and its
Edward Englenun. of New York City, bardes
friends.
use for fclentmo Instruments
wll
Saturday
and (oubtless be developed
Ed Athong came down Tuesday arrived in Springer last
In a very, refamof
the
joined
members
other
the
markable iegree.Enginering Magafrom Raton and is spending the balily who have been here for several zine.
I
I1.; !:.
.:.:
ance of . the week here attending (0
of Mr,
exception
(if
With
months.
business.
New York
Toad as Assistant Gardener.
George W. Warder returned Wed- Arens, who wilj return to
family will
By actual Inspection cj
in
the
months,
apouf
three
nesday evening from Taos, in which
in Springer, and toad's stomach t was fpund to conlocality he spent several days on bus- make their home
will also reside in tain not leaf than (0 large grape vine
he
eventually
iness.
worms. SU ppttfo bugs, f0 spwbugs, 40
'
Candido Olona went up into the Springer.
angleworms, with, by way of seasoning, numerouj (lies and mosquitoes.
mountains Monday where he is spendSQUARE.
ON
THE
Now multiply this, and J 7 think you
ing several days looking after his
Owing to the fine treatment which will appreciate
the value of an army
copper mining interests.
the Swastika team received while of toads on ' your premises, or any
Reports are that Mr. and Mrs. J.
playing at Albuquerque we wish to pumbef required, according to the
M. Alldredge will return soon to
state that this is one town which services that may reasonably be
Springer from La Junta, where they gives
from one toad, Suburban
every one a square .deal and
removed to the first of the year.
in Ufe.
they
to
entertain
know
how
si;re
Mrs. George W. Warder and childthe right manner. '
ren went down to Santa Fe WednesTea a la Russe.
day for a few days' visit with relaFoot teaspoonfuls of the best mixed
Another Outrage on Labor.
tea should be put into a newly
tives, expecting to return home to"Speakln' of child Iaboh," remark- teapot and covered with bolljng scalded
morrow.
water.
ed the colonel, "In my 'unible opinion
In five minutes add a quart of water
Mrs. - 15. Reynolds and children, It
Is nuthln' In comparison with the
after a visit of several weeks in Sprin- way they wuk the phonographs heah from the hissing kettle; cover the teapot
let It stand for three minutes
ger with relatives, went to their home In New York. Day In an' day out, more.and Strain
off then and let It cool.
night in an night out, befo' breakfas, Set in Ice until you wish to serve
at Daw.son last Sunday.
it
keep
they
suppab
tilnnaa
an'
aftali,
an'
&
Irrigation
''"lie French Land
Pour into glasses a third full of pounda
wukin' an' ed Ice; put a slice of lebion on each,
C. E.
Hartley resident them thi'ah phonogarphs
company,
and pass loaf sugar for those who
agent, arc opening offices in the room 1 wukin' hahd.
"Nex' win tab when 1 am In Washwould sweeten It.
of William I.uytlie, corner Third and ington I eh
nil maik It my business to
Maxwell avenue.
try an' pass a bill thru congress
On Having Idols,
The hot weather is over. It was of prohlbltln" the wukln1 of any phonoTIs good to believe that some one
very short duration this season. Aug- graph, young, old or middle aged, mo'
person is the very best person in all
ust and September are counted on as n eight houahs a day, if that, with
the world the sweetest, most fraamong our most pleasant months of half a bouab at noon regulan fo' lunch grant,
the daintiest, yet the fairest-minden'
recreaBhun."
the year.
So many times, however, the
Mrs. M. M. Hortcnstcin came home
crash comes, where the idol tumbles
A Horse and Man Famine.
from, the pedestal and breaks. Yet,
last Saturday from several months'
of horses and men In 'tis lovely consolation to worship at
absence, when she visited in Oregon, theThe scarcity
Is
one
of
west
the most noticeable
Illinois, Kansas City and oilier points features In the progress of industry. the foot of the pedestal so long as
your Idol, or Ideal, stays put Manwith relatives and friends.
Good draught
horses, which eight chester Union.
M. M. Salazar and J. I Hutchison years ago were worth only $40, are
of this city have been appointed by now selling at $200 to $300 each; a
Fishing Time.
Democratic County Chairman John good team is worth $500 These horses
Some piscatorial equivocate
has
Morrow as Colfax county represen- are needed in the lumber woods and the audacity to Bend me a sheepskin
on railway
not
construction,
but
tatives at the inauguration of Gov- enough can
be bad. Men to work In postcard made in the shape of a small
ernor Curry.
t
stamp on Its tall.
the woods are being paid $70 a month fish, with a
Mrs. T. C. Shoup has been very and board. A man with a good team Printed on one side was this: "When
sick at her home on the Vermejo for commands wages of nine dollars a day telling about It don't let your little
several days past. Dr. Hopkins of hauling lumber and logs. Never be- fish turn into a whale." Of course,
post office departthis city has made a couple of visits fore have the wages been so high or an appeal to the
This is libelous
ment will be
out there lately, the last one Tuesday the prices of horses so great as now. matter. N. Y. mde.
Press.
when he reported the lady some betThe late Dr. John Watson dearly
ter.
Wealthy Military Man.
loved a joke, and he was as quick at
The farmer is rejoicing over the
Gen. Anson Mills, owner of several
catching them as he was In perpefact that he is going to have an enor- trating
them. Herein was where he raluable buildings in Washington, Is
mous second crop of alfalfa. J. M.
military men in
differed from Sydney Smith's distin- one of the wealthiest
Valdez was in the other day
the country, and his fortune Is rapidguished Scotchman.
ly increasing. General Mills, who
as to his crop which he will
from the army several years ago,
made his wealth by inventing a machine which manufactures the cartridge belt which is now used by most
of. the armies throughout the world.
"We're Off in a Bunch."

Maxwell Land Grant Co
IBSgnBKSEBSKSBSOBKI

.

(jrihneral lands

Extensive Areas of High and low grade
Ore awaiting Development

Gold Silver Copper
iron
Our Mining Regulations are very

fav-

orable to the Prospector. These Regulations apply to all Mineral Lands
contained within the Boundaries of the
Grant in New Mexico except reservations indicated on the mineral maps
published by the Company

bi,ft

,

Within this reservation Special Arrangements will be made With parties desiring a large acreage and who are prepared to develop the same.

I-

All Conditions
are favorable to the success

the

of

District

For further information write
.

The Maxwell Land Grant Gompany
CIMARRON. NEW MEXICO
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King Carlos Honors American.
King Carlos has conferred the title
of baron on A. Patterson, manager In
Portugal of the business of the Standard Oil company, in recognition of his
personal efforts to develop commercial

THE BIG
r

y

r-

-

relations between Portugal and the
This unprecedented
United States.
honor to Mr. Patterson is commented
on with great Interest by the members
of the diplomatic corps in Lisbon.

The Groom's Duty.
little maid of three was showing
(he family album to her baby brother,
and when she saw the picture of their
young mother in her wedding gown,
"Now, .Waldron,
ihe said to him:
here's your mother getting married."
And turning to the picture of theii
father on the opposite page, she con"And here's your father
tinued:
standing by."
Could anything be more apt than
her description of the groom?
Harper's Magazine.
A

Alaska Rations.
Upon recommendation of the commissary general of the army, the field
rations of the troops serving in Alaska will be 16 ounces of bacon, or,
when desired 16 ounces of salt pork or
22 ounces of salt beef; 24 ounces of
vegetables, instead of 16
fresh
ounces of dessicated
ounces; 3
Vegetables, Instead of 2
ounces,
ounces of candles, Instead of
and
ounces.
5

2--

5

Mstals and Metaphors.
"It is moBt amazing," said a metallurgist, "bow the world relies on
The Barbarian's Apology-I- t
metals tor Its metaphors and similes.
is a barbarism, this desire to Thus an orator Is
or
adorn ourselves, but what of that?
explorer Is
An
It Is an instinct implanted by na- bronzed by African suns. A resolute
ture, and the woman who stifles It chap has an Iron will. A sluggard
gains nothing and loses much. Van- moves with leaden feet An ostrich
ity Fair.
stomach. A millionhas a copper-lineWhen dueling was an actual factor aire has tin. A swindler Is as slippery
In the social order of .this country It as quicksilver. A borrower has brass."
bad many worthy and notable expo-- ,
pents, including no less distinguished
Umbrella Without Handle.
personages than Henry Clay, Andrew
The umbrella of a Vienna architect
i ackson, Alexander Hamilton, De Witt Is a covering of Silk or other mateClinton, Stephen Decatur, and others rial supported on the shoulders by
thin rods and a band
of the same type; but nowhere on this means of two
across the chest When not in use
continent was It so much an estab- it folds Into a very small space. The
lished institution as in that peculiarly hands are left free, and the device
romantic old city of New Orleans.' IV la especially recommended for perwas woven Into the very fabric of the sons who sometimes work In rain,
life of the community, and many a like architects, engineers and
crumbling tombstone in the antiquated
Creole cemeteries bears grim and
A Necessary Precaution.
silent witness to the fact, though to
Neighbor
No one ever hears you
understand the situation more clearly
one should breathe, so to speak, the and your husband exchanging words.
Do you get along so excellently toatmosphere of the period.
gether?
Wife Not at all; but we discovered
Sir Wilfrid Laurler, the Canadian that the maid listened at the door.
premier, has lately suggested that the Now we quarrel only on Sunday afterImperial government grant subsidies noons between three and six,- - when
to ships plying between the British she is out of the house. Translated
c
Tales from
colonies and the mother country, and for
Blatter."
In that way give a preference to trade
within the empire. The present libNotice.
eral government of the United Kingdom will not grant to the colonies a
I have taken up one yellow, three
preferential tariff, and the advocates year eld pony mare at Cimarron.
of Imperial anion are urging the ac.Sam Cordova.
complishment of preference In another
and-PresSubscribe
way.
'. '
silver-tongue-

New Mexico's
Twenty-sevent- h

d

Annual Territorial
Fair Association

October

7--

12

Inclusive

Albuquerque, N. M..
Every Day!

...
...

Every Night!

Horse Racing
Base Ball

Carnival
Free Acts
Historical Pageant
Attractions and Operating

Everywhere!
$8,000
1.750
3.250
2,000
- 1,000
- 4.000

Totals, - $20,000 - Expense.
HALF FARE RAILROAD RATES.
J.

A.

Weinman, Fres.

Jay

A.

lisbbs, Mgr.

Roy A. Stamm, Sec'y.

"We're Going Some."

"Flie-gend-

Trans-Atlanti-

--

V
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s;-
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N. B. GREER, Cattle Salesman.
A. H. WARREN, Cattle Salesman,

.

H0SWER, Sheep Salesman

J. L. HUFFINGTON, Yardman
W. E.W00DF0RD, Cattle Sal m'n J. R. Jtt'CONNIFF, Yardman
P GREER, Yardman.
A. A. KINSER, Hog Salesman.

GREER

I.

COMPANY.

2L

Live Stock Commission Merchants
Buy nd Sell Cattle, Hogs and Sheep STRICTLY ON COMMISSION.
Our sales are made by the proprietors, and our own corps of linit-clamen unload, feed, wafer and weigh. Correspondence Solicited.

Rooms

106-7--

8,

Live Stock Exchange, Kansas City Stock Yds

Citizens of Spokane propose that
portions of Idaho, Washington
and Oregon ' be reassembled into a
new state to be called Lincoln. Advocates of the plan maintain that this
division Is the natural one, with respect te the geographic formation, and
also to the interests and occupations
ef the people.
Strong opposition
comes naturally from people in parts
of the three states not included in the
proposed new state. The idea is
doubly interesting at present ' when
the feeling for state lines Is said to
be dissolving all over the country; It
Indicates that the sense of pie state
unit Is very strong, and that It Is a
matter of deep Importance to a man
whether he lives In Oregon or In
"Lincoln."
'

Not many women would be able tu
make the record which Mrs. Frank
Woodward of St. Charles, Mich., has
established. Within a few years she
has earned from the state $2,970 for
Shooting wolves. She and her husband
live in a lumberman's shanty near
Ontonagon, Mich., having moved there
to benefit Dr. Woodward's health.

Lost, Strayed or Stolen
On July 20, two bay horses, well
matched, one about 1,150 pounds,
other about 1,100 pounds, branded
I on right hip, also X 011 riEbt
shoulder, both horeea branded in same
manner; both also have small star on
forehead. The heavier of the two
has small white collar mark on right
aide. $15 reward (or information
leading to recovery. Address
FRED MARCISO.
88
Cimarron, N. M.
OF DISSOLUTION
OF PARTNERSHIP.
The partnership heretofore existing under the name of Whitley &
Stevens, wherein J. D. Stevens and
John Whitley, both of the City of
Cimarron, in the County of Colfax
and Territory of New Mexico, were
general partners is this 30th day of
July, A. D., 1907, Dissolved by mutual consent.
JOHN WHITLEY
J. D. STEVENS.
NOTICE

8--

REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS.
Cimarron Townsite company to J. L.
Nance, lot 15, block I, original plat
of Cimarron. Consideration, $150.
Cimarron Townsite company to E.
A. Troutman, lots 31 and 32, block
35, original plat of Cimarron. Consideration, $250.
Director Roberts, of the United
Cimarron Townsite company to A.
States mint estimates that Nevada E. Riley,
lot 13. block 26, original
will produce $15,000,000 In gold this
Consideration,
year. That may afford some sort of plat of Cimarron.
$250.
answer to the question, "Why Is
Nevada?"

Australians are among the best-fethe world. The average
quantity of meat consumed In the
common wealth Is 239 pounds pet
head, as against 109 pounds In Great
.Britain and 150 pounds In America.
d

people In

Notice.

The general agreement of the young
No hunting or camping allowed on
women of Vassar to graduate one and my ranges. Treepassera will be prosall in gowns of simple lnexpensivenesa ecuted. C. B. van Houten, Cimarron,
may be fairly described as a real
814
New Mexico.
of sweet simplicity'. '
e

Í
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NEW THEATER AT

GREEN-

-

SUtt'-OF-

-

EGYPT,-

-

Curious Phenomenon to Be Seen Only
?
. In That Land.
t; J U

t.. ,

The. New Indian, A new, serleaj pi Indian,, portraits Is
f
ineeded. The "noble red man," of
Catlin, the
of
jFenlmpre Cooper and
t
fierce figure in
and leathers.
Post his fomantic interest when he was
confined to a Reservation and fed on
rations.. Now the '"stallrfed reserva,;
jtioa dweller has been, supplanted,
in
turn by the new man, Indian only in
blod and traditions, who is stepping
up to take his place in the life of the
vest The pictures that are to represent the new Indians will include a
short-hairedark-faceman, dressed
In black slouch hat, dingy white cotton shirt, blue overalls, and hobnailed
Bhoes. He may be a Kiowa farmer
who gathered 600 bushels of corn
from 20 acres of cultivated land last
year, or one of the 391 Pine Ridge Indians who put up 6,700 tons of hay to

Will Be Openei)

August 25

By

Wolfe Stock Company.

;

.

From the Ratoa Range.
The new $40,000 theatre at Dawson,
now. approaching completion, will be
opened Sunday evening, August 25,
by the Wolfe Stock company. The
house, which has been fully described
in these columns, will be under the
management of E. R. Byers, who has
been connected with the Dime, moving picture show since its opening
in this city.
It is a compliment to
any theatrical organization to open
a new house, which fact is doubtless
appreciated by Mr. Wolfe.
Where to Stop in Raton.
Palace Hotel opposite Santa Fe depot. Rooms 50 cents and $1.
'it

RATES TO

Chicago
)

On

&

St. Louis

Battle with Ferocious Rati.
In a battle with rats, Abraham
Hunsberger, ot this place, killed 28
which had atacked him,' while as many
more escaped. When the fight began
he struck at one huge gray rat with
the hoe; the animal squealed, and in
an instant the loft was full of rats,
which attacked Hunsberger, grabbing
at his legs and tearing his trousers
with their sharp teeth, others jumping
on his back and snapping at him.
Hunsberger dropped the hoe, frightened, and endeavored to get out of the
loft through a trap door. The door
had "caught," and, finding he- could
not get It open, he again grabbed the
hoe, and, with part ot the handle as a
weapon, fought the Infuriated little
animals. Lansdale (Pa.) Dispatch to

daily until Sept. 30,
'07. Return limit Oct. 81, '07
Rale

SUMMER TOURIST
Points Denver
and return, $10.75; Colorado Springs and return,
$7.80; Puebloand return,
$6.00.
Colorado

sale daily until Sept. 30.
Return limit, Oct. 31, 1907. Apply to Ticket Agent, Raton, A.,
T. & S. F. depot, for further information.
AGENT
6. V.FISHER
On

Atchison, Topeka

Santa Fe Ry.

A

RATON, N. M.

J. S. WILSON
General

Black-smithin- g,

Wag-

on and Carriage
Repairing Neatly ExecutedNew
Rigs Built to Order. Horseshoeing, Plow Work

Cimarron,

N. M.

Leonard
AND- -

H ay ward
General Merchandise
Fine Wines, Liquors
and Cigars.

E'town

First St

GEO. S. BROWN,

Blacksmith

Cimarron,

N. M.

The Chameleon Goshawk.
through
so many changes of plumage and color
of eyes as the goshawk. A young one
which I have mounted is about the
size of a small hen and la covered
with white down; his eyes are palo
blue. I colored the eyes exactly from
life. When fully grown, the flrsi plumage is dark brown above, and the
eyes are pale yellow. No one would
be likely to suspect this being
a
goshawk who had seen only adult
birds.
Later it changes to the dark
slaty blue of the adult, and the eye,
after passing through all the intermediate changes in color from stray
yellow, orange yellow and pink, finally
assumes the deep rich red of the
I know no other hawk (adds
adult.
Manly Hardy, writing in Forest and
Stream) so handsome as the gosI know no bird which passes

hawk.

Satisfied.

Every man shall receive his own
reward, according to his own labor.
Not according to his talents and opportunities, but to the use made of
them; not to the harvest that is
reaped, but to the seed sown; not according to his gifts, not according to
the worldly applause he may have
won, but according to his labor. This
meets the case of every disciple, as
well the poorest as the richest, as
well the obscurist as the greatest, as
well the servant with one talent as
the servant with five. Only be faithful to your trust, and when the labor
of the day Is over, and you go up
to the great harvest home, you will
be "satisfied." L. Boardman.
A New Zealand City.
is what Is done in

Wagon and Carriage Works.
Buggies and Spring Wagons
built to order. Horseshoeing
and General Blucksmithing.

W. C. SCHERRER & SONS
:
New Mexico
Cimarron,

Here
Christ
church, New Zealand, a city of 65,000.
It has one large park ot 650 acres and
a number of other smaller ones of
from two to ten acres. Its garbage
is destroyed in 'a municipal burning
f.lant, and the energy generated is
utilized ta produce' electric light and
power. Its sewer is pumped Into a
disposal establishment located on
Bandy plains about four miles outside
the city, and, passing through aseptic
and deodorizing tanks, it is scattered
surrounding
over the unproductive
Boil, which it converts into valuable
and productive land.

Record.

When the immigrant officials at
pills Island learned that Charles
late of Italy and now an
aspirant for future citizenship in the
United States, was 90 years of age
they hesitated about admitting him
because of a possibility of his coming
pn the public for support.
They began to look for his visible asset, says
the Cleveland Plain Dealer. In the'
first place, he was strong and vigor-puIn the second place, he carried
sura of money concealed
fi goodly
about his person. In the third, he had
eight sons and four daughters, all
earning good Incomes In this country.
Also 35 grandchildren, a number of
whom are in business, supporting
themselves and their children. Also
pine
who
are
Siso candidates for future citizenship.
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STABLE

SUPPLIES

bi.CALL CURE
W0RM1O3S3E

DESURE-AN- D

AXLE GREASE,
HARNESS OIL, WHIPS,
CURRY COMBS.
HALTERS, BRUSHES, SWEAT COLLARS, and also
atlsfacto
arrant
BICKMORE'S GALL CURE,

Cure for Galls, Wounds, and Sores opon animals

::!

LITTRELL

:

Cimarrón

BROS.,

N, M.

Ira Duckworth.

VVm.

e.4.ee4.i
Marling.

M.

The Oxford Hotel, Bar and Gafe !
DUCKWORTH & MARLiNO,

Proprietors.

General Agents St. Louis, ABC Beer
Fine Baths and Rooms
in connection.
Electric Lights aud
nuco Heat.

I

the

trouble?

I

European Plan

FineWines,Lquors

Í

Everything Strictly

C. O.

Cigars

and

First-Clas- s.

j.

N. F. WONDER.

WONDER.

Fancy Groceries and Fruits,

Meat send Vegetable Market,

Ice Cream, Tobaccos,
Confectionery and Lunch

The Lobby Saloon
CHARETTE & BRACKET!",

EE

bcllG

Props.

....Fine Wines, Liquors and Cigars. Billiard....
Room in Connection.

Short Order Cafe Open Day and Night

of SPRINGER
BANK
SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO
I

o

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS DONE.

Capital Paid Up

-

$30.000

-

OFFICERS AND, DIRECTORS:
S. Floebsiieim,
C. N. Blackweli., President
D. J. Dkvine, Cashier
R. E. Alldbbdob
M. M. Salazar
O ' W OiLtEspiB
NFADEST BANKING TOWN TO CIMARRON
Vice-Preside-

'

guess it is called the Samson because
it is so strong.
Guyer Hm! I thought perhaps It
had Samson's hair in It
May Be Used Again.
Among the most valued possessions
in Antrim castle, where the beautiful
Massereene and Ferrard
is the chatelaine, are the mace and
the speaker's chair of the old Irrah
house of commons, which may come
into use again if the British liberal
through It)
government
carries
scheme to give Ireland her own pan

t
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WHITLEY

Contractors and Builders.

d

j

J. D, STEVENS.

JOHN WHITLEY.

(EL

STEVENS

When the scientists have demonSuccessors to Littrcll & Livingston.
strated to their entire satisfaction that
mice, kittens and rabbits have souls,
might set about settling the
they
Adobe, Stone, Iron, Tin and Woodquestion whether the human
'
of
England.
Ahead
Italy
Day
by
or
work. Grading, Teams
animal possesses such a thing.
liament again.
me
as
peculiar,"
strikes
"What
said
Weet. Terms Reasonable. Estithe globe trotter, "Is the fact that In
mates on Application.
nearly all the small Italian towns you
When a young woman to whom a
A Terrible Indictment
see so many sewing machines,
man gave his seat in a crowded New
The modern girl Is a sphinx; a hp
'
American ones, too. You see York street car said "thank you" he brld kind of creature who dislikes chll
O. ALFOBO- Jl 8. MEYER, . ' :
GO. them in every little hovel tn Naples, fell in a fit The probability
COII DALY
la that dren, talks an Incomprehensible lan
on the road to Pompeii
and elseguage, mostly composed of slang
he will never repeat the rash act
Attorney-at-La- w
where; but In London they are usCIMARRON, N.M.
terms picked up goodness knows
Attorney-at-La- w
Rootná 6. and 7, Roth Blook
ing either the little foolish machines
upon
and
feminwhere,
look
how and
a
rat
can
calculated
that
be
is
Builders,
It
and
you turn with one hand and try to
Contractors
!
ine, graces as to use bet own "ele
Róth Block.,
guide with the other, or stitching by boarded a J ear for 50 cents, but at gant" tejra "tomtay
NEW MEXICO Rooms and
Stone, Brick and Adobe,
4,
rot' Corre.' BATON.
that most rata live on free luncbea
hand."
Estimates on application.
ponden writing in the Throne.'
"

!

Trading Co.
Wonder
CIMARRON, N. M.

Whew!

What's
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Wholesale Dealers in Malt Liquors,

Rebuke.
"Some one ought to publish a book
m telephone etiquette," said the
matron at a recent dinner, "for
most people seem to be totally devoid
)
manners over the 'phone. I have
iound a way, however, to punish those
who think it is your fault when central gives them the wrong number.
Whenever they get angry and become
Jiscourteous, I simply Inform them
that they have got 'The Morgue.' The
Uttlo catch of their breath as they
beg central to give them the right
num!:er Is as good as music to me."

Gunnei-

rv

S. P. OFFICER, Manager.

A Telephone

Guyer

$

Perfumes,

timdrron uriig ana Maiionery

bushels).

one-hal-

Astronomical science has recently
modified Its opinion
regarding the
distance of the stm, and now places
that useful orb at 92,843,000 miles,
with a possible error of some 60,000
miles, plus or minus. During the
present spring it seems a fair guess
that the doubtful 50,000 are probably
plus.

Cigars and Candies,
Soda. Fountain Soon.

Sporting Goods,

Dne-thir-

Better treatment Is in store for cattle in transit on the railroads.
The
ong contest In congress last winter
Horses for Servian Royalty.
ended, in spite of vigorous opposition
To the long list of valuable animals
of the humane societies, in an extenpassed as gifts from one
sion, from 28 hours to 36 hours, of the ahlch have
monarch to another must now bo addtime during which cattle may be kept ed two of the finest horses owned by
without food and water. But the huthe sultan. These have been chosen
mane societies determined that the as presents to King Peter and the
new law should at least be enforced. Crown Prince George of Servia. Every
The old one had not. So vigorously precaution Is being taken to insure
has the department of agriculture the safe transport of the animals.
are being
pushed its work that convictions Elaborate preparations
against the railroads have been se- made for their care, and one of the
superintend the
cured at the rate of 20 a day. Of 400 sultan's officers will
grooms in charge of their delivcases already sent to the department four
ery to King Peter's stables.
of justice, only four have been lost,
and the maximum penalty of $500 has
A Water Clock.
been exacted In every case.
One of the most curious clocks In
the world Is said to be that which tells
A Cleveland
scientist announces, the time to the Inhabitants of a little
with the air of making a great discovAmerican backwoods, town. The maery, that there Is an advantage In be- chinery, which is nothing but a face,
ing tall because the tall mun's head is hands and lever. Is connected with a
higher above the germs of the street. geyser which shoots out an immense
This is neither a new nor an original column of hot water every 38 seconds.
Idea, says Indianapolis Star. Long This spouting never varies to the tenth
Every time the water
ago when "fever'n ager" was prevalent of a second.
apouts up it strikes the lever and
In the valley of the classic Wabash
moves the hands forward 38 seconds.
the extreme tallness of the natives of
the region was accounted for as being
Women at Johns Hopkins.
a provision of nature to lift their
Hopkins university will henceJohns
breathing apparatus safely above the
forth admit women as students and
miasmatic emanations of the soil.
after the same manner that the GerEach
man universities adopted.
may admit women to his classes
J. Petehek, of Ausslg, Bohemia, one
f he chooses and the Baltimore paperr
of the great captains of industry of his
country, with a party of friends, is are confident the professors are ready
touring the United States. He is at to welcome women students. This
present in Washington. Though but change of attitude is said to be the
work of President Ira Remscn.
little oven 40 years of age, he owns
f
more than
of the coal mines
From the Odor.
of the
empire, the
How do you like that cigar,
Gunner
output
which
45,000,000
of
Is
total
tons )ld man? You see, my wife bought
me
a year, and Is many times a millionI think It is
1 box the other day.
aire.
called the "Samson."
Austro-Hungarla-

t?

Novels,

1905-'06-

s.

:

;

Drugs'and Sundries,
Toilet Articles.

Stationery,
Magazines,

Macaroni Wheat.
The quantity of durum or macaroni
wheat exported from Atlantic and
Gulf ports from July 1, 1906, to March
15, 1907, was 14,358,671
bushels, or
nearly twice as much as in the same
.
period of
Most of It is
bought by the countries along the
Mediterranean sea, but shipments to
3reat Britain, Havre, Antwerp, Rotterdam, Hamburg and Bremen constitute
an important part of the total about
Italy Is the chief buyer
(6,208,095 bushels) followed by France
(2,803,518 bushels) and Germany

full-bloo-

;. -- GO TO THE
FOR

-

Philadelphia

;..'.?, i

f STEW DRUG STORE f.

big ears' also."
"Dat's de limit. And did he give
you anything?"1
"Sure! Ho turned out to be a judge
and gave me 30 days."

carry their stock through the winter.
Or he may be Plenty Buffalo, who has
worked with team and scraper on the
Huntley Irrigation project in Montana
tor six months; or Bert Fredericks,
the Hopi night foreman on the tunnel
at the Znnl dam In Arizona, The pictures will also depict the Indian
woman as mistress of a prairie cabin,
feeding the chickens or carrying food
to the calves and pigs. They will include a group of children, dressed very
like white children, trotting off to day
school at eight o'clock with their noon
lunches In packages under their arms.
A big canvas to hang beside the old
ored green.
There are innumerable instances in painting of the war dance, Bays
the Egyptian relics of representations Everybody's, will show 2,000 Sioux atrelative to death being colored green. tending a convocation of the Episcopal
The practice undoubtedly arose from church at White Swan, S. D., and
the green tints of sunrise and sunset.
to addresses from Bishop Hare,
The green sun disk Is referred to 5,000 br from their own clergyman, Amos
years ago in Egypt. This is the earliest
Ross, a
an astronomiProtection for French Wives.
In France no woman may work
more than ten hours a day, but a woman of Marseilles, the mother of seven
children and the assistant of her husband in his vineyard, complained to
the magistrate that her husband compelled her to work from 18 to 20
hours a day. The magistrate ruled
that the joint earnings or production
of husband and wife are, under law,
not wages, but something for the common good of a family. Yet the state
does not contemplate that 'where a
wlte both rears a family and aids in
her husband's affairs she shall have
less protection both as to her income
and strength than an employe. As a
matter of reason she should have
more protection. Without having specified support of the law for his ruling,
he held that the wife cannot be compelled to work more than ten hours a
day, and that she must have a full
Sunday of rest. The husband appealed
the case, but the decision of the Marseilles magistrate was sustained.

t.

'

d

known human record of
cal phenomenon.

-

l.

g

SUMMER TOURIST

':"

"It don't

war-pain-

Perhaps It is the sun,1 and not the
moon, that Is made ot green cheese.
The appearance ot a green light at
sunset, like mány other phenomena
supposed' to have only recently attracted attention," was noticed and
commented upon by the ancient Egyptian, and more particularly BO because
in the clear air of Egypt the tints of
sunset are peculiarly distinct.
As the sun there descends nearer
and nearer the horizon, and is
enlarged and flaming, it suddenly becomes, for an Instant, a brilliantly green color and Immediately a
series of green rays suffuses the sky
in many directions, well nigh to the
zenith. The same phenomenon appears at sunrise, but to a smaller extent. Sometimes, just as the last part
of the sun's disk vanishes, its color
changes from green to blue, and so
also after it had disappeared the sky
near the horizon often is green, while
toward the zenith It is blue.
This was alluded to in Egyptian
writings. Day was the emblem of life,
and night that of death, and the nocturnal sun, being identified with
Osiris, thus rendered Osiris king of
the dead. The setting sun was green,
therefore Osiris, as the - nocturnal
deity, of the dead, was painted green.
The splendid coffins of the high priests
of Ammon frequently depict the, green
sun and the funeral deities are all col-

"-

Liberal,' Indeed.
pay to remember, every,
thing you" read," grhmbled Sandy
Pikes, as he wrapped his shins around
;
the brake-whee"SpeaHlngf from experience, pard?"
asked U s chum of the fast freight.
"Yp'i bet oíd pal. I seen an item In
de paper! da.t said peopU with, big ears
were always generous, so when 1
stopped at de wayside" cottage and
found de lady had large ears I told
her I knew she was generous."
"Great hobos! And did she give you
anything?"
"Yep, she gave me a piece of her
mind. Den she said her husband had
v"

! fine Wines, Liquors, Cigars,
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at the post office at Cimarron,

sudden death of their son and brother,
Edgar Gleason.

RIST Of LlfE'S MILL

Mr. and Mrs. Gann attended the
funeral of Edgar Gleason at Johnson
ilarTborough was the most brilliant Park Thursday and were the guests
Sicwcral of the seventeenth century, over night of Mrs. Owen.
ami jrobably the equal of any as a
field officer, lie had many magnificent qualities; but he lost battles and
J.

MARVIN NICHOLS.

Maxwell City

iK

campaigns because of the
tirVijery of French gold. The most
'Osuxxalud name in American history
of Benedict Arnold, a brave
is
sujtl able man, who betrayed his country "for British gold. There is a
to the affect that the forests of
tiie: I'yrcnean Mountains were once
atare-, ;ind the heat was so great and
the soil to so great a depth
. as
o melt the ores and cause a stream
eif rji.ltcn silver to flow forth. And
u:ur
passing day in this age waxes
hotter the raging fire in a public life
ii
. íJ;tf lends to bosen the public
s grip and greed for gold.
lov-tíJillman, the
and wanted to leave them
his
Krifilttin.-- , but let mc give you a clause
ir lus written will: "Inasmuch as
nwim r nf my sous has developed
aití'a ti sense .of responsibility as in
my judgment is requisite for the wise
isr: if large properties and consul-- '
r r.fc't nuns of money, I am painfully
compelled, as I have explicitly stated
t
tTwni, to limit my testamentary
for their benefit to trusts
Vr'
y.n iiucin.n only such income as I
iSfrfn reasonable for their support."
Sii young man, do y'lt see the point?
TIi'ipi is an age when colossal fortunes
;trit Loing built. And because of that,
::t
;v? age that calls for the highest
fitness in a present genera-ti- i
who.se shoulders are son to
tlie mighty financial fabric of
tbi omutry. Are you ready?
old farmer had plowed around
t ntck in one of his fields for five
He had broken a mowing
blade against it, besides losing
tlit n a- of the ground in which it lay,
Véanse he supposed it was such a
that it would take too
mrh-jE
eime and labor to remove it.
X'nt. m a certain day, when he began
L v ,ij iv.- for corn, he thought that by
.mil 'try 'lie might break his cultivator
:túmt that rock; so he took a crowbar.. iTitendiiig.to find out its size once
to 7 .JL And it was one of the sur-jt- r
v ri of his life to find that it was
;i YixjJc more than two feet long. It
v.ir. standing on its edge, and was so
Yix'i'-- t
that he lifted it into his wagon
help. Say, friend! After all,
c

lc-fi-

ser-v:a-

i)

--

s.

ma-c:)-

Mlt
rrii difficulties

arc but mole hills

.'Ir.rs y;n have transformed into great
l'iarjncs.seil mountains. There never
look hid-i,- 'r
an object that did
large when seen through the
t
riuir-Riomist. Get above the
tilings look so different up there.

v

t

fog-bel-

FOLSOM.
vZoJ. Choate, who has been visit-"j- t
as Y. V, Owens' for several weeks
returned to his home in Oklal.o-rrK- i

ral.

Tnckday.

Vcooicis White, of Raton, visited
fH-nJin this vicinity, Sunday.
s

iYr-v- .

rtniisxr

Vm'

Ciriinmel of Clayton, wife
and four children arc visiting
Jiere.

Cttr. Ijrimmel
'Cmi-

llic

was called to John-fv- .
jriesa Thursday, to preach tht
-j
.senium over the remains of
Lite Kdgar GL;, ' n. He was
by his muluc..

NkS'e
ZS

iiail

rííay.

a

good rain Thursday and

Ste. and Mrs. Johnson, who lived
Gay Mellon house, have 1. ft
Swarm lor parts unknown.

iw

"Wrs. Grimmcl and bur sons were
it lined by Mr. and Mrs. Murray
jer &&orc, Thursday and Friday.
--

vtstrri

J

EJronson

lo their

and her brother
home in Illinois this

varrelc

7Kr.

Hugh

Rundell's

brother.
mienler Conway of Denver, came
JSnwvtnf to remain with them a while.
Jfm. Rook of the "Racket" store
xuert of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
.

ilmtej,

Sunday.

Wr. and
itfirf tí fully

Murray were most
entertained at "Eagle
Monday by Mr. and Mrs.

R'adL

Hn.

cjr

Mothers endorsa it
Maarlr all othar couth curas ara eonitlpatliif

Mrs.

Gleason, Robert Gleason and
re gory drove ta Raton Tues-- j
night, being called there by the

Ed. Sproull went down to Wagon
Mound Thursday.
We had a fiue rain Sunday the
best of the season.
Pete Van Bruggen ia harvesting a
fine piece of fall wheat.
Mrs. Ilillis Britton and daughter,of
Raton, were the guests of Ed. Sproull
and wife from Sunday till Tuesday.
Miss M. L. Taylor of New York
is expected here Saturday to make an
extended visit with her friend, Mrs.
A. L. Mix,
Mr. and Mrs. Ora Hardesty entertained a sister, Mrs. Lester Lewis, of
Raton, Saturday and Sunday.
John Brandsma and wife took their
little child to Raton Tuesday to a
physician for treatment.
Abe Hixenbiuigh and family, of
Raton, spent Tuesday night here on
their return from a camping trip out
in the Halls Peak country.
Most all of the wool clip in these
parts has been marketed. The Max
well Supply company shipped out
what they had on hand the first of
the week. It went to Boston, Mass.
The family of Jesse Littrell, formerly of Cimarron, are guests of his
parent?, Mr. and Mrs. George LittrelJ
on the ranch. Jesse has gone to look
up a new location, having sold out in
Cimarrou.
Rev. Mr. Lukens, of Albuquerque,
addressed the people here Sunday
night. His subject, a home for every
homeless child and a child for every
childless home. Rev. Lukens is an
able speaker and was listened to with
marked atteution.
Rev. Mr. Fiuley was accompanied
here at his regular preaching service
Sunday by B. C. Montgomery, who
is a singing evangelist of the PresbyThe music was a
terian church.
genuine treat to the people here. '
Mrs. A. ?. Rogers went to Koebler
today for a farewell visit to the
family of her brother, J. L. Guun,
who is about to move to Goldfield,
Nev. Her mother, Mrs. Gunn, Sr.,
will return with her and make this
her home for the present.
Frank and Arch Yonce, nephews of
Mrs. W. II. Yonce, are here from
Rpck Hill, Mo., and will probably remain for some time. One of the
brothers is in very poor health and
his brother cane to care for him,
hoping for a benefit from our wonderful climate.
Mrs. W. T. Burns and daughter,
Mrs. Ben Harbert, of Weston, Colo.,
spent several days last week with her
daughter, Mrs. T. B. Simmons. They
went to Cimarron Monday for a visit
with her son, Homer Burns, and
daughter, Mrs. Stanley Chase.
DIXIE.

,:1

0U6H

Children like It

especially thoaa conUlninc Opiates.

Keimedjr'a

vi

Tastes so

Lautlra

Couch Syrup mora

mil

good

L-

-

E.C. DeW!TTC&
CHICAGO

the bowel, contains no Opiates,

Announced.

WILL ASSUME

OFFICE AUGUST 10

Acting Clerk Holcomb to
Remain Until Wilson
Takes Charge Jury

CIMARRON
CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY

Not Yet Drawn.

Santa Fe, August 1. The interest
hich has been manifested in the
successor to A. M. Bergere, clerk of
the first judicial district court, was
warded today by the announce
ment of the appointment of Francis
3, Wilson,
formerly a clerk in the
lepartment of commerce and labor
Washington.
Wilson is here but will not take of
fice until August 10.
He is about thirty years of age, a
graduate of Harvard university and
the Columbia law school. He is mar
ried and expects to bring his wife to
Santa Fe in the near future.
Mr. Wilson formerly lived in Bos
ton, Massachusetts, and is the son of
retired attorney there.
E. P. Holcomb. who is actinar as
clerk will remain in charge until Mr.
Wilson takes charge.
The jury venires for the fall term
of the district court have not been
rawn and it is announced that they
will not be drawn until Mr. Wilson
takes formal charge of the office.
It is said that the assistant attorney
general aDd the special officers expect
BRILLIANT.
to try and secure a number of indig
Miss Marguerite Smith has return-turne- d
ents in land deals and other cases
home from Las Vegas, where
before the next grand jury in this she has been attending the normal
school.
county.

General Contractors

:&

Operates in all the Towns in the
Territory

S. E. PELPHREY

Gen'l Manager

Sauckraut Trust

Is the Last Straw.

The last monopolistic s'raw has
illeu voo the Industrial camel's
hack, at i the tottering beast reels
the burden In thb last agonies
f rls3olving
mortality. The sauer
kraut trust his been formed.
T.t is announced
that this conspiracy
;,ainst tho cornerstone of the repub
in Toledo, O.,
lic has its incipitfney
wh-rwas recently
an orgaulatlon
perfected bringing luto one avaricious
group all the sauerkraut manufactur
ers In the United States. There are
said to have been 40 Individuals present, representing some 35 sauerkraut
plants in Ohio, Michigan, Illinois, Wis
consin and New York, having a com
bined production of half a million
ions of sauerkraut a year. Ohio Magazine.
Early Cigarette Smokers.
Who first Introduced cigarettes Into
this country? They were first used
n the streets here by the Iate.I,ayr-criCe Oliphant; and, curiously'-en'ough- ,
the introduction of this method of
smoking to the English people came
as a result of the Crimean war.
Our officers in Russia, among other
hardships, could not procure tobacco
or cigars, and learned the use of the
cigarette from their French, Italian
and Turkish allies, and also from tholr
stay In Malta and Gibraltar.
Introduced Into London military and
Dther clubs, the new custom made very
But Its use steadily
slow progress.
spread from 1870 to 1880, when the
fashion was set by the golden youth
of those days. The Reader.

To Make a Razor Strop.
Razor strops are prepared from
strips of linoleum of the usual length
and width, left for 20 hours In a
to one fourth per cent solution of hartshorn Bait, ;to which lft
per cent of alum has previously been
added, at the ordinary temperature.
Much u rk is being done in the The strips are then dried at the norway of opening new veins of coal and mal temperature, rubbed with soap
the !' n ? of the drill goes merrily on. and polished with pumice stone.
They are finally fastened In the us
Mrs. John Kilmurry is quite sick, ual manner to wooden handles. Strops
and the children of Mrs. Patrick Sim- made In this way will give a smooth,
ons are also quite ill.
sharp edge to the razor. Scientific
The severe thunder showers of late American.
have done considerable damage to
Annoyed by 8eoffer.
telephone lines, putting many of them
Mr. Troxell, president of the Bible
out of commission.
class led by John O. Rockefeller, Jr.,
Mrs. G. F. Moore is the guest of In the Fifth Avenue Baptist church,
Mrs. F. W. Anderson this week. Mrs. New York, complains that some ot
secthe young men belonging to the class
' Mooreof is much struck with this
tion
the country, especially the are being "guyed" by outsiders. The
secretary of the class occasionally
climate.
nd8 out postal cards to the members,
Mrs. F. W. Anderson and Mrs. G.
a number of whom live In boarding
F. Moore were the guests of Mrs. houses.
Other boarders have maniHenry Roberts, Wednesday.
fested a tendency to scoff on seeing
The Simons brothers have gone the postal carda and President Troxon a fishing and hunting trip and ex- ell, bearing of this Irreverence, la In
pect to be absent a week or so. Up- dignant,
on their return they will put up some
Subscribe for the Cimarron News- new buildings on their place.
Press. It will cost you just two dolJohn C. Fanning, of Johnson Park, lars a year. Address the Cimarron
was in town Monday on business.
Publishing Co., Cimarron, N. M.

JOHNSON MESA NOTES.
The fanners of the mesa are all
smiles this week over crop prospects.
Owing to the abundant rains that
have fallen this season, bountiful
crops will result, especially in oats.
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Samuel English, of Gardiner, returned from Pueblo Sunday, after a
city.
pleasant visit with friends
Charles DeLong, of Raton, is working in the Carpenter gang at this

Cimarron, N. M.

ST. LOUIS, ROCKY MOUNTAIN

Passenger
Ui atauco

pm
5 50pm
6 15 pm
0 30 pm
5 10

Bartolino, of Blossburg, has
gone to work for the Blossburg
Mercantile company at Gardiner.
Mrs. D. C. Dacy, of Kansas is visiting Mrs. H. C. Quick, of Gardiner,
and will remain with her until

Schedule
Wells Fargo Exprés

Train So. 31
Mon.. Wed. Train No. 1
Friday
Dally
Mr. and Mrs. T. Brown, residents
00 pin
7 00 am
i4 23pm
of this camp for some time past,
7 25 am
4 43 pm
7 50 am
have moved to their former home,
5 00pm
8 20am
5 20 pm
Van Houten,

place.

Bube

RAILWAY COMPANY
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t

Jacob Jones, of Blossburg, is working for the coal company at Brilliant.
Mr. and Mrs. McDougall, of Raton,
are spending a few days with Mrs.
McDougall's parents at Blossburg.
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t Connects with El Paso & Soutwextorn Ry. train 124, arriving In Dawson, N.M., at 6.10 p.m.
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